A modular framework for the formal specification and implementation of large families of sorts and functions is introduced. It is intended to express generation principles, to rename, combine and construct implementations of specifications in flexible styles. Parameterization is also included.
initial algebra approach together with the notion "Forget-Restrict-Identify" (FRI) for implementation. This suggestion has been completed on the one hand by Goguen and BurstaU with the languages CLEAR and OBJ ( [Burstall, Goguen 80] , [Futatsugi et al. 85] ) and on the other hand by Ehrig and his group who added parameterization and structuring operators with the language ACT ONE [Ehrig, Mahr 85] and studied thoroughly the mathematical properties of the FRI notion [Ehrig, Kreowski 82] , [Ehrig et al. 82] . The hierarchical approach to specifications with loose semantics [Wirsing et al. 83] has been incorporated in the language CIP-L [Bauer, WSssner 82] . There also the "FRI"-relation is the main notion of implementation. The language ASL ( [Sannella, Wirsing 83] , [Wirsing 86] ) is also based on loose semantics but a much simpler notion of implementation is chosen, namely the model class inclusion. This is possible due to the power of the specification operators of ASL which comprise in particular an operator for behavioural abstraction. The latter notion represents a third actual research stream on the semantics of specifications showing a number of encouraging results [Hennicker 89] . Actual language developments such as ACT TWO [Ehrig, Weber 86] , combine loose and initial semantics or elaborate better the notion of module (see ACT TWO, Larch [Guttag et al. 85 ], Extended ML [Sannella, Tarlecki 85] . However, all these powerful languages (including ASL) have the drawback that they do not well support the FRI-notion of implementation: the horizontal composition theorem for FRI-implementation does only hold under severe restrictions. A comparison of all these different approaches seems to indicate a principal difficulty: either a conceptually simple language (such as ACT ONE) is combined with a complex notion of implementation (such as FRI) or a simple notion of implementation (such as model class inclusion) is combined with powerful, but mathematically difficult operators (such as behavioural abstraction).
In the following we introduce a formal framework for writing, manipulating and combining specifications in which we try to avoid the above difficulty: the notion of implementation is model class inclusion, the language (similar to ACT ONE) comprises only three basic and mathematically simple operators which support syntactic manipulations of specifications such as export and renaming; horizontal and vertical composition of implementations holds without any restrictions.
Technically, the novelty of the approach consists in the inclusion of standard predicate symbols in the signature of specifications and in the use of an ultra-loose semantics: the models of an algebraic specification with signature Y. and axioms E are all first-order Y.-structures which satisfy the axioms E. Therefore, the models are not restricted to term-generated structures -junk is allowed. However, properties of the term-generated elements are easily expressible due to the use of standard generating predicate symbols. Moreover, the interpretation of the equality symbol in a model A of a specification SP does not necessarily coincide with the equality between the elements of A; it has only to be an appropriate congruence relation. Hence, the models of SP coincide exactly with the "implementations" of SP. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the notions of signatures and structures with predicates are introduced. In section 2.1 the basic definitions are given; in section 2.2 these notions are extended to comprise the standard predicate symbols and the generating predicate symbols.
In section 3 many-sorted first-order formulas with standard predicates are studied. In particular, proof rules are given and it is shown how teachability is expressible by such formulas.
In section 4 flat specifications with constructors are introduced and the class of models of well-known examples such as total orderings, truth values and natural numbers is studied. It is shown that natural numbers are admitted as model (i,e. implementation) of truth values and similarly that integers are a model of natural numbers.
In section 5 the three basic structuring operators for specifications are introduced. The operators "translate" and "derive" are deduced from both directions of a signature morphism, the operator "+" combines two specifications without taking care of name clashes. Using "+" the operator "enrich" can be defined which is used for the structured specification of two examples, sets of natural numbers and sequences of integers.
In section 6 properties of the specification operators are studied. It is shown that exporting, hiding and copying can be defined using the basic operators; a number of algebraic identities are given which will be useful for proving properties of implementations such as horizontal and vertical composition of ERE-implementations (cf. section 8).
In section 7 model class inclusion is introduced as notion of implementation. It is shown that after extensions and renamings integers implement natural numbers, ordered sequences of integers implement sets of natural numbers. The most difficult part of these extensions is the axiomatization of the congruence to be implemented. On the other hand, for the verification of the implementation only the validity of the axioms has to be checked, semantic manipulations such as restrictions and identification as for FRI-implementations are not necessary.
In section 8 parameterization of specifications is defined by lambda-abstraction; partial and total implementations of parameterized specifications are introduced. It is shown that all specification operators are monotonic w.r.t the refinement and implementation relation which implies the horizontal and vertical composition theorem. Finally, the implementation relation is generalized to include export, rename and extension (as in the examples of section 6). For this so-called ERE-implementations vertical and horizontal composition theorems are proven as well.
In the concluding remarks some additional possible standard predicate symbols are shortly discussed.
Signatures and structures
The semantics of algebraic specifications is determined by the notions of signature and structure or algebra. In contrast to the classical approaches (cf. e.g. [Goguen et al. 82] , [Guttag 75 ]), signatures do not consist only of sorts and function symbols but contain predicate symbols as well.
Moreover, all signatures are supposed to contain a number of standard predicate symbols. For algebraic specifications the most important standard symbols are the equality symbols. =s • (indexed by sorts s) and the generating predicate symbols. ~ ]~ (for expressing that an element is denotable by a ground Z-term).
Signatures and structures with predicates
The syntactic structure of a data type D is determined by its signature. Usually, a signature E is given as a set S of names of different kinds of data (the sorts) and a family F of notations for distinguished data and operations (the function symbols). In our approach, also predicate symbols are included in the signature.
Def. 2.1.1 A signature ~ consists of a triple < S,F,P > where S is a set (of sorts), F is a set (of function symbols), and P is a set (of predicate symbols) such that F is equipped with a mapping type: F--~S*xS and P is equipped with a mapping type: P---~S +. For any fEF (or pc P, resp.), the value type(f) (or type(p), resp.) is the type of f (or p, resp.). We write sorts(Z) to denote S, opns(~) to denote F, preds(~) to denote P, f: w--~s to denote f~ F with type(f)=w,s and p:w to denote pc P with type(p)=w.
Let X be an S-sorted set. For every sort s ~ S the set, T(<S,F>, X) s, of terms of sort s (containing elements in X) is defined as usual (as the least set built using X and the function symbols f E F). Terms without elements of X are called ground terms and the set T(<S,F>, O) of all ground terms is denoted by T(<S,F>).We also write T(Y.,X) for T(<S,F>,X) and
similarly, T(~) for T (<S,F>).
A signature morphism is defined as usual as a mapping from one signature into another such that the types of function and predicate symbols are compatible with the mapping of the sorts, i.e. for signatures ~=< S,F,P > and ~'=< S',F',P" > a signature morphism t~:E---~Y, is a triple <~sorts, t~opns, t~preds > where t~sorts:S---~S', t~opns: F-~F" and (rpreds: P---~P" are mappings such that for any f: w---~s ~ F, type(~opns(f))=~*(w),t~(s) and for any p: w e P, type(~preds(P))=cr*(w) where denotes t~ (Sl...Sn) the extension of ~ to words, i.e. cr (Sl...Sn) =def ~sorts(Sl)'"~sorts(Sn ) for s 1 ..... s n ~ S.
Any mapping between sorts, function and predicate symbols induces a number of signature morphisms: let tp=<q~sr t, tPopn, tl)prd> be a triple of mappings tPsrt: S 1---}$2, tPopn: F1---~F2, CPpra:
P1---~P2 where S1, $2 are sets of sorts, F1, F2 are sets of function symbols and P1, P2 sets of predicate symbols; moreover let ~=<S,F,P> be a signature. Then z~p: ~--~" denotes the signature morphism defined by
where ~'=<S',F',P'> is a signature defined by A general E-structure has a carrier set (the elements of the data type) for each sort, a function on these sets for each function symbol and a relation for each predicate symbol.
Def. 2.1.2 Let E = <S, F, P> be a signature. A general E-structure A consists of an S-sorted family of non-empty carrier sets {As}s~S, and, for each f: sl ..... sn ~ s ~ F, of a total function fA: As 1 x ... x Asn ---) A s, and for each p: sl ..... sn ~ P, of a relation pA .~ As 1 x ... x Ash,
The relationship between terms and structures is as usual given by the notion of interpretation.
For any valuation v: X ---> A of an S-sorted set X into A we denote the interpretation (w,r.t. v) of a term t c T(E, X) by v*(t); if t is a ground term, then its interpretation does not depend on v and we write t A instead of v*(t).
To any reachable E-structure A one may associate a term structure T(A) with carrier sets T(E) s as follows.
Def. 2.1,3 Let A be a reachable X-structure. The E-term structure T(A) associated with A is defined as follows:
(1) for each s E sorts(Z), T(A) s =defT(E)s; 
Standard predicates
In the remainder of this paper it is assumed that any signature contains the following set St of standard predicate symbols which depends on the available sorts and function symbols. Notice that symmetry and transitivity of =s A follow from reflexivity (refl) and the substitution property (subst=) for equality symbols: let p: s, s be =s and choose for proving symmetry a 1 =def a2 =def b2 =clef a, b 1 =def b and for proving transitivity a 1 =def bl =clef a, a 2 =def b, b 2 =defc.
Given interpretations for sorts and function symbols the interpretation of the generating predicate symbols is uniquely determined whereas there may exist several congruence relations. Therefore, in the examples for structures usually the interpretation of the equality symbols is omitted if it coincides with the equality in the structure.
Examples for Y~B0-structures are the standard structure B of truth-values and the following two structures N1 and N2 with the natural numbers as carrier sets; we write "~ X{true,false}" instead of "~ < {Bool}, {true,false} >Bool" and analogously for the other generating predicate symbols. We will denote the class of all Z-structures by Struct(Z), the class of all Z-algebras by Alg(Z) and the class of all E-standard structures by Gen(Z).
For example, the structure B is ]~B0-standard, the structure N1 is Y, B0-reachable but not a ~B0-algebra, and the structure N2 is a Y.B0-algebra but it is not ~B0-reachable.
A Y,-homomorphism is a mapping from a Y~-structure into another which is compatible with all function and predicate symbols.
Def . 
Formulas
Properties of many-sorted structures are expressed by many-sorted first-order formulas which are defined as usual. • ,v (tn)>E p (for pc P), A Z-formula G is valid in a class K of Z-structures if each A~ K satisfies G.
The satisfaction relation is closed under isomorphism and w.r.t, the associated Z-algebras. Reachability can be expressed using "V_q-formulas". On the other hand, with every signature 5', and every set E of YMormulas one may associate the class Mod (Z,E) of all models of E, i,e, of all Y,-structures which satisfy all formulas from E.
According to fact 3.5. for E0---de f {Mx:s 3y:Y,s.X=y I s~ S}, Mod(Z,E 0) is the class of all Z-reachable Z-structures. Similarly, standard arithmetic can be axiomatized by ~-formulas.
Hence, YMormulas are able to express reachability and therefore there exists E 1, E 1 such that the theory of Mod(~ 1, E l) is not recursively enumerable. Thus there cannot exist any formal system computing this theory, but there exists a semi-formal system for which a completeness result can be proven.
Let F be any formal system given by a set of logical and nonlogical axioms and a set of inference rules which is sound and complete for many-sorted first-order predicate logic with equality (cf. e.g. [Barwise 77]). Let " ~-" denote the binary relation E F G which holds, if and only, if the Z-formula G is derivable from E using F. Define a derivation relation I-I by adding for every Z-formula G and every subsignature E'= < S',F" > (with S'cS and F'~F) and every sort s~ S" the following induction rule II s to the rules of F:
is derivable for all te T(E') s, then so is 'v'X:Zs'.G, i.e. for all sets E of E-formulas,
The logical and non-logical axioms remain the same. A Z-formula is called c0-derivable from E if E [-I G. The syntax of a data type can be expressed by a signature Y~ and the properties by E-formulas. This motivates the first part of the following definition.
Def. 4.1
Let ~ = < S, F, P > be a signature with standard symbols.
A (flat) specification SP consists of a pair <E, E> where E is a set of E-sentences.
A specification SP = <Z, E> is called term-oriented if all quantifiers occurring in E range over sets of ground terms; i.e. each quantified subformula in E has the form Vx:~ s'.G or 3X:~s'.G with ~" = < S', F" > with S'~S and F'~F, s~ S'. The notation "term-oriented" is motivated by the "term generation principle" (cf. e.g. [Bauer, Wrssner 82]) which requires that every element of a data type can be represented by a tenn. Thus properties of data types can always be reduced to properties of sets of ground terms.
Our notion of specification differs in two respects from the usual one. First syntactically, also predicates are allowed so that the notion of "logic program" would be appropriate as well. We will call a specification equational Horn.specification if all predicates in its axioms are equality symbols. Second semantically, the models of specifications may contain arbitrary "junk" (i.e.
non-reachable elements) for which nothing is required by the axioms, and, moreover, the (non-standard) interpretation of the equality symbols allows for multiple representants of congruence classes; in particular, the set T(~) of all terms is always an appropriate carrier set.
The signature of a specification SP = <Y~,E> will be denoted by sig(SP) and the class of all models of SP will be denoted by Mod(SP), i.e. sig(SP) =def y~ and Mod(SP) =def Mod(Y.,E).
The operators "sig" and "Mod" induce an equivalence relation on specifications.
Def. 4.2 Two specifications SP1 and SP2 are called equivalent, written SP1 = SP2, if sig(SP1) = sig(SP2) and Mod(SP1) = Mod(SP2).
For example, a flat specification <Y~,E> is equivalent to the specification derived from the theory of their models. In the following we use the notation spec SP -sorts S functions F predicates P axioms E endspec to denote a specification <E,E>, where Z =def <S,F,P u StS,F>. Hence, the standard symbols are always implicitly contained in any signature Y. We often omit the brackets "{" and "}" around sets of sorts, function symbols, predicate symbols and axioms. The following specification consists of one sort s for which a total ordering relation < is defined. All models of TO are partial orderings with respect to the equality relation = which is implicitly declared. But note that in some of these models the interpretation of = does not coincide with the equality within the structure. For instance, the structure N3 def'med by N3s =def ~ n=N3 m <=~def nmod3=mmod3, n_<N3m ¢=>de f nmod3<_mmod3, is a model of TO where the equality relation __N3 does not coincide with the equality in N3 s.
(2) Truth values
The following specification BOOL0 consists of two (different) constants "true", "false" and the unary boolean function symbol "not". All models M of BOOL0 have at least two elements "true M" and "false M" representing "true" and "false". Moreover, the interpretation of "not" has the usual meaning on these two elements, but otherwise, it may have completely arbitrary values. E.g. the structures B, N1 and N2 (see section 2.
2) are models of BOOL0. For reachable models of BOOL0, the two constants true and false are constructors: all ground terms te T(Y.B0) are equivalent to one of these constants; i.e. the formula Vx : ~'.BOBool3Y: < {Bool}, {true,false} >Bool" x=y holds in BOOL0.
The third axiom is equivalent to the following infinite number of ground equations.
not(not(t)) = t for t e {notk(true)l k > 0} ~) {notk(false)l k > 0}.
All these equations can be deduced from the second axiom together with the equation not(false)=true. Hence BOOL0 is equivalent to the following specification BOOL1. All models of BOOL2 are also models of BOOL1, but not vice versa: N2 is not a model of
BOOL2. Q
Quantification ranging over the set of all (interpretations of) constructor terms as in BOOLO is common for algebraic specifications and deserves a special notation: the set C of constructor function symbols of a specification SP will be indicated by the keyword "constructors" and axioms of the form Q x: <S,C>s.G with Qa { V,3 } will be written as Q cons x:s.G. We write "conssPl" if cons refers to the set of constructors of another specification SP1. The following is an equivalent notation for BOOL0: NONat =def IN, 0 N0 =def 0, succN0(n) =clef n+l, n+N0m =aef n+m, n<N0m iff n~'n.
Another (non-standard) model is the algebra Z0 of negative integers, i.e.
ZONat =def 2~, 0 Z0 =def 0, succZ0(n) =def n-1, n+Z0m =clef n+m, n<Z0m iff Inl_<lml.
Notice that for Z0 the last axiom holds (for constructor terms) but it does not hold for all dements: 0 <z01 but there does not exist a term t of the form succk(0), k_.>0, such that 0+t Z0 = 1 since each t z0 is a non-positive integer.
As a third example for a model of NAT0 consider natural numbers with a bottom element. The algebra N.l. is defined as follows:
st~-l-(n) =defn+l, ffn~±; and .l., otherwise, n+N'l-m =defn+m, ffn~±^m.±; and.l.,otherwise. 
Structured soecifications
For writing large specifications it is convenient to design specifications in a structured fashion by combining and modifying smaller specifications. This supports a modular decomposition into specifications of manageable size and helps to master the complexity originating from a large number of (function and predicate) symbols and axioms.
In the following we introduce three specification building operators which are derived from the operators of the specification language ASL [Sannella, Wirsing 83] . For this language an institution-independent semantics has been given by [Sannella, Tarlecki 85a] which makes it easy to derive (more exactly to instantiate) a semantics appropriate for our approach.
The first operator "derive from • by o" will be used for renaming, hiding, exporting and copying.
Def. 5.1 Let SP1 be a specification with signature ~1 and let ~:Y~---~Y~I be a signature morphism, then derive from SP1 by c denotes the specification SP defined by sig(SP) =def E, Mod(SP) =def {AI~ Struct(~) I A~Mod(SP1)}. The models of SPI+SP2 can be defined in terms of "translate":
Mod(SPI+SP2) = Mod(translate SP1 with ylin) r~ Mod(translate SP2 with y2in)
where ziin: ]~i---> sig(SP1 + SP2), i=1,2, is the canonical embedding, defined by Eiin(x)=x for xe Ei.
As an example for an operator which can be explicitly defined using "+" we introduce simple enrichments: Let SPI be a specification with signature ]~1=< SI, F1, P1 > and let S,F,P,W be sets of sorts, function symbols, predicate symbols and formulas respectively. Then enrich SP1 by sorts S functions F predicates P axioms E denotes the specification SP =def SPI+ <Y.,E> where ]~ is the union of the signature Y.1 with the new symbols and with new implicitly defined equality symbols and generating predicate symbols for the new sorts, i.e. Z =clef < S1uS, F1uF, PI•PUStsluS,FIv F >. Notice that the equality symbols of X are interpreted as Z-congruence relations, whereas in SP1 the same equality symbols (on the sorts of S 1) are interpreted as El-congruence relations.
Thus, for =s, s~ S 1, implicitly new substitution axioms have been added. If, as before, the constructor notation is used, then in E "cons" denotes the set T(<S 1uS,CIuC>) of ground terms where C1 is the set of constructor functions of SP1 and C is the set of constructor functions introduced by the enrichment. In the set E1 of axioms of SP1, cons denotes the set T(< S1, C1 >) of ground SPl-constructor terms.
Example 5,4
(1) Finite sets of natural numbers
The following specification describes finite sets of natural numbers.
spec SETNAT ~-enrich NATO by sort Set constructors empty:--> Set, add: Nat, Set --> Set predicates .e. : Nat, Set axioms V cons re,n: Nat, s : Set. ~(n ~ empty) ^ (neadd(m,s) ¢=~ (n=m v nes)) ^ add(n,add(n,s)) = add(n,s) ^ add(n,add(m,s)) = add(m,add(n,s)) endspec for all s,s'e S2se t, S(=Set)S2s" iff for all n~ I1'1: neS2s ¢~ neS2s ". The equality symbol is interpreted in PA in a non-standard way:
s (=Seq) PA s "iff s=s'= .l-se q or there exist n, a, !~ such that s=<n,a>, s" =<n,13> and Vxe {1 ..... n}. a(x) = 13(x).
6, ProDerties of sDecification operators
A number of other specification building operators can be defined using <.,.>, + and derive.
Example 6.1 where the operation pred is missing. Hence, the carrier set MNa t is always isomorphic to a superset of the natural numbers, it is never the set ~t of all standard natural numbers. A predecessor function for natural numbers can be introduced as follows.
spec INTNAT -= enrich derive from INT by copy by functions pred: Nat-->Nat axioms pred(0)=0, VconsNAT0 x: Nat. pred(succ(x))=x endspec Here "VconSNAT0 x" is an abbreviation for quantification over the constructors of Nat0, i.e.
for Vx: <{Nat},{0,succ}>Na t.
The specification operators satisfy a number of algebraic identities which are useful for transforming specification expressions. Such identities are given e.g. in [Sannella, Wirsing 83] . A comprehensive study of an algebra of specification expressions can be found in [Bergstra et al. 86]. Hat specifications are equivalent to their theory (cf. fact 4.3). The resuk of the combination of two fiat specifications by the operator "+" is also a flat specification.
Fact 6.4 Let SP1 = < S1, F1, E1 > and SP2 = < $2, F2, E2 > be two flat specifications. Then SPI+SP2 = < ~, E1uE2 > where ~ =def < S 1uS2, F1uF2, P1uP2uSt s IuS2,F1uF2 >" On the other hand as a consequence of the "hiding facility" of the operator "derive", not all specifications (using derive) are equivalent to a fiat specification. Examples for data structures that can be specified using "hidden functions" (i.e. with "derive") but not as flat specifications (with finitely many axioms) are given e.g. in [Majster 77 ], [Bergstra, Tucker 86] and [Wirsing 86] . In this case, a specification may not be equivalent to the theory of their models. There exist examples for which this inclusion is strict. Therefore, the theory operator is a closure operator which abstracts from the particular models of a specification and considers only the properties of the class of all models.
Implementation
The programming discipline of stepwise refinement suggests that a program be evolved from a high-level specification by working gradually via a series of successively more detailed lower-level intermediate specifications. A formalization of this approach requires a precise definition of the concept of refinement, i.e. of the implementation of a specification by another. A specification SP" implements another specification SP if it has the same signature and all its models are models of SP.
Def 7.1 Let SP and SP" be two specifications. SP" is an implementation of SP, written SP ~~~> SP', if sig(SP)=sig(SP') and Mod(SP')~Mod(SP).
This notion of implementation (used e.g. by [Sannella, Wirsing 83] , [Sannella, Tarlecki 87] ) is conceptually simpler than other notions known from the literature such as "forget-restrict-identify"-implementations (cf. e.g. [Ehrig et al. 82] ). Our notion represents the idea that a specification describes those properties which have to be respected by the implementations.
For fiat specifications, the implementation relation can be characterized as follows.
Fact 7.2 Let SP=<Y,E> and SP'=<Y.,E'> be two fiat specifications with the same signature.
Then the following properties are equivalent:
(ii) E'F I e for all ee E ('fii) Mod(SP')_qMod(SP).
In the following we give a number of simple examples for implementations. Here it is often necessary to define congruence relations w.r.t the signature of the specification to implement. In order to avoid writing standard axioms we introduce the following notation. Let SP be a specification with signature ~ We write equalities --Sp,s: s,s for s~ sorts(E) as abbreviation for the following predicate symbols and axioms:
predicates =SP s: s,s for se sorts(Z) together with th~ additional axioms for a 5".-congruence: VconSSp x:s. X=SP,sX, for all sc S, Veoussp xl,Yl:Sl ..... Xn,Yn:Sn. xl=sP,slY 1 A ... ^ Xn=SP,snY n ~ f(xl,...,x n) =SP,s f(Yl,'",Yn) for all f: sl,...,sn---~s e opns(~), k/colassp xl,Yl:Sl .... ,Xn,Yn:sn" xl=sP,slYl A "'" A Xn=SP,snYn ^ P(Xl,'",Xn) ~ P (Yl,'",Yn) for all p: sl,...,sn E preds(Y.).
Example 7.3 Implementations
(1) Truth-val~¢~ bY natural numbers
The specification BOOL3 of truth-values can be implemented by extending the specification NAT0, renaming Nat into Bool and exporting the signature of BOOL3.
spec BOOL_by_NAT ---export •B0 with [Bool/Nat, true/0, not/succ, -~Bool/=BOOL3,Nat] from enrich NAT0 by functions false: --,Nat equalities =BOOL3,Nat: Nat, Nat
axioms false=succ(0), Vcons x: Nat. succ(succ((x)) --BOOL3,Nat x endspec The equality symbol for truth values has to be added to NAT0. It is not a congruence w.r.t, the signature of NAT0; in particular, the predicate "<" does not satisfy the substitution property w.r.t. =BOOL3,Nat" Nevertheless, it is easy to see that all axioms of BOOL3 hold in BOOL_by_NAT. Hence, BOOL3 ~~~> BOOL by_NAT holds.
Natural numbers by integers
Natural numbers are implemented by integers in the obvious way.
spee NAT_by_INT -= export sig(NAT0) with [Nat/Int] from INT endspee Using the "export-after-rename"-operator the sort "Int" is renamed into "Nat" and the operation "pred" is forgotten. The equality relation for integers is the same as for natural numbers. The axioms of NAT0 hold in NAT_by_INT: NAT0 ~~-> NAT_by_INT. Hence in particular, the implementation relation is "horizontally" and "vertically" composable [Burstall, Goguen 80] , since vertical composition corresponds to the transitivity and horizontal composition corresponds to the monotonicity of the implementation relation. Common techniques for defining the notion of implementation of algebraic specifications can be seen as particular case of our notion. We call a specification SP' an FRI-imDlementation of SP (FRI stands for "forget-restrict-identify") if sig(SP)~sig(SP') and if there exists a sig(SP)-congruence relation -i on T(sig(SP)) such that for all standard models A'~ Gen(SP'), the Y~-standard structure <A'>E/-i is a model of SP; SP" is called an FIR-imt~lementation of SP, if in the second condition ~i is a sig(SP')-congruence on T(sig(SP')) and <AT~i> E is a model of SP. Obviously, every FIR-implementation is also an FRI-implementation. 
Parameterization
Parameterization is the process of encapsulating a piece of software and abstracting from some names (or more generally, from some subexpressions) occurring in it in order to replace them in other contexts by different actual parameters.
Parameterization of structured specifications is done by means of ~-abstraction: a parameterized specification is considered as a mapping taking specifications as arguments and giving a specification as a result. This is formalized by a version of typed X-calculus, the so-called ~.x-calculus which has been introduced by [Feijs 89 Theorem 8.9 (Horizontal composition of refinements) Let SP1 = ~.X:SPlpar.SPlbody and SP2 = LX:SP2par.SP2body be parameterized specifications and let SPA be an actual parameter of SP1 and SPB be an actual parameter of SP2 (i.e. SPlpar=_SPA and SP2par=__SPB). If SP2 is a refinement of SP1 and SPB is a refinement of SPA, then SP2(SPB) is a refinement of SPI(SPA).
Proof Since SPB is a refinement of SPA it is also an actual parameter of SP1. By lemma 8.8 we have SPI(SPA)gSPI(SPB). Since SP2 is a refinement of SP1, SPI(SPB)~SP2(SPB) holds. Thus by transitivity of _= (see 8.3(2)) we have SPI(SPA)_=SP2(SPB). D
As a corollary we get the horizontal composition theorem for implementations.
Corollary 8.10 Let SP1, SP2 and SPA, SPB be as in theorem 8.9. If SP2 is an implementation of SP1 and SPB is an implementation of SPA, then SP2(SPB) is an implementation of SPI(SPA).
Application of a parameterized specification kX:SPpar.SPbody[X] to an actual parameter SP as defined above requires in particular that the signature of SP contains the signature of SPpa r But this is almost n~vCr satisfied as e.g. the examples 8.4, (1) and (2), show: nor ELEM_eNAT neither ELEM~INT do hold. In order to be able to perform parameter passing for arbitrary actual parameters, it is necessary to rename the requirement specification appropriately.
Def 8.11
(1) Def. 8.12 For any two specifications SP and SP1 and parameterized specification 'y, SP1 is called an implementation of SP via 7, written SP ~~~>7 SP1, if SP --~> 7(SPI,p) for some appropriate parameter passing morphism P.
In many examples of implementations, 7 has the form "exprenE, a o enrA", e.g. for 
Concludin~ remarks
In the previous sections a general framework for algebraic specification has been developed including a semantic basis, language constructs for structuring specifications and an appropriate notion of implementation. The key idea was the use of standard predicate symbols and of an ultra-loose semantics based on total algebras.
For other semantic approaches different standard symbols are considered: e.g. for the partial algebra approach (cf. e.g. [Wirsing et al. 83 , or predicate symbols relating elements with sets (such as ":" above). Due to the modularity of our approach which allows to choose (relatively) freely the standard symbols there is some hope that it will not be difficult to integrate many of these additional features.
